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Abstract 
Firefly algorithm (FA) is a newly proposed swarm intelligence optimization algorithm. Like many 
other general swarm intelligence optimization algorithms, the original version of FA is easy to trap into local 
optima. In order to overcome this drawback, the chaotic firefly algorithm (CFA) is proposed. The methods 
of chaos initialization, chaos population regeneration and linear decreasing inertia weight have been 
introduced into the original version of FA so as to increase its global search mobility for robust global 
optimization. The CFA is calculated in Matlab and is examined on six benchmark functions. In order to 
evaluate the engineering application of the algorithm, the reactive power optimization problem in IEEE 30 
bus system is solved by CFA. The outcomes show that the CFA has better performance compared to the 
original version of FA and PSO. 
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1. Introduction 
Metaheuristic techniques are well-known global optimization methods. These 
techniques attempt to mimic some characteristics of natural phenomena or social behavior 
[1, 2]. Metaheuristic algorithms are simple and easy to be implemented. These algorithms can 
carry out the parallel process, and have strong robustness [3, 4]. 
A lot of new metaheuristic algorithms are proposed for global search. The novel 
algorithms can solve larger scale problems and increase the computational efficiency [5]. Firefly 
algorithm (FA), one of new metaheuristic algorithms, was developed for multimodal optimization 
by Yang in 2008 [6]. The FA is based on the idealized behavior of the flashing characteristics of 
fireflies. FA has many similarities with particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, and it is also 
based on swarm behavior. Compared with other swarm intelligence algorithms, FA has good 
efficiency and robustness in complex optimization problems. Yang has solved reactive power 
optimization problem with original version of FA and achieved good results [7]. Rajan has 
proposed a novel hybrid algorithm combining firefly algorithm and Nelder-Mead simplex method 
for solving power system optimal reactive power dispatch problems [8]. 
However, metaheuristic algorithms are usually easy to fall into local optimum. To 
overcome this shortcoming, chaotic functions are added to the metaheuristic algorithms, such 
as particle swarm optimization [9, 10], genetic algorithm [11], bee colony optimization [12], 
harmony search [13], imperialist competitive algorithm[14], differential evolution algorithm [15], 
simulated annealing [16], and so on. 
In this paper, the chaotic firefly algorithm (CFA) is proposed to avoid falling into local 
optimum. In CFA, the strategies of chaos initialization, chaos population regeneration and linear 
decreasing inertia weight are introduced. In order to evaluate CFA, six benchmark functions are 
utilized. In the meantime, CFA is applied to solve highly nonlinear non convex optimal reactive 
power dispatch problem of power systems. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the descriptions of 
CFA. Section 3 describes the benchmark function calculation with CFA. Section 4 analyses 
reactive power optimization based on CFA, and Section 5 is the conclusions of this paper and 
the outlines for the further research. 
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2. Chaotic Firefly Algorithm 
2.1. Original Version of FA 
The firefly algorithm is a metaheuristic algorithm inspired by flashing behavior of 
fireflies. A firefly will move toward a brighter firefly by reducing the distance between itself and 
the brighter one. 
The intensity I of the firefly is proportional to their brightness. The firefly with less 
brightness will be attracted by the brighter one. The intensity I can be expressed as follow: 
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Where   represents light absorption coefficient, 0I  is the original light intensity, rij represents 
the distance between two fireflies. 
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Where dim is the dimension of xi, xik is the kth component of xi. 
The attractiveness of a firefly is proportional to the light intensity. The attractiveness   
of a firefly is defined as follow: 
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Where 0  is the attractiveness in r=0. 
The new position of a firefly is calculated by: 
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Where 1tix
  is the position of the ith firefly at time t+1, t  is the step length, ti  represents a 
random number. 
 
2.2. The Chaos Improvement of FA 
Chaos is defined as an irregular motion, seemingly unpredictable random behavior 
exhibited by a deterministic nonlinear system under deterministic conditions. A chaos map is a 
map that exhibits some sort of chaotic behavior. In order to improve the global optimization 
performance of FA, chaos map has been increased into FA. 
 
2.2.1. Chaos Initialization 
The position of initial population has a great influence on the convergence and search 
efficiency of FA. The original version of FA initializes the position of the fireflies in random way, 
which may lead to uneven distribution of the fireflies. 
In order to enhance the global searching ability of the algorithm, the position of fireflies 
is initialized by chaos map. By the way of chaos initializing the fireflies’ position, the randomness 
of FA hasn’t be changed, but both the diversity of the swarm and the ergodicity of search are 
improved.  
The logistic map is utilized to generate chaotic sets, which is represented by the 
following equation. 
 
10    ),1(= 11+ ≤≤- vvvμv kkk                                          (5) 
 
In this equation, vk is the kth chaotic variable, with k denoting the iteration number.  
μ =4 is used for the experiments. It is needed to explain that the chaotic variables must be 
mapped to the search space of the solution. 
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2.2.2. Chaos Population Regeneration 
In order to keep the diversity of the population and to enhance the dispersion of the 
search, the new algorithm adopts chaos to produce new fireflies to replace the low brightness 
fireflies in the original population. The threshold number of iteration Gt is set and the global 
search is started. Local search is performed around the current optimal solution, after the 
iteration of Gt times. Nf new fireflies is created through the chaotic model shown in formula (7), 
and they will replace the equivalent low brightness fireflies. 
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Where, jp  is the position of the jth new fireflies in the chaos space, bestpg  is the position of the 
global optimal firefly in the chaos space, c is a constant, Nf is the number of new fireflies, dim is 
the dimension of fireflies. 
As section 2.2.1, the variables in the chaos space must be mapped to the solution 
space. 
New fireflies scattered around the global best position, which can balance the global 
search and the local search. It greatly improves the convergence speed of the algorithm and the 
ability for finding more accurate solution. 
 
2.2.3. Linear Decreasing Inertia Weight 
The linear decreasing weight is added into the formula (4) as follow: 
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Where max  is the maximal weight and min  is the minimal weight, GMax is maximum number of 
iterations. 
The inertia weight 
tω  reflects the influence of the previous position to the current 
position, and the weight affects the balance of the global and local search ability of the 
optimization algorithm. Larger weight can enhance the global search capability. Smaller weight 
can enhance the local search ability. By using the linear decreasing inertia weight, in the early 
stage the firefly algorithm has stronger global searching ability and the convergence speed is 
improved, in the late stage the firefly algorithm has stronger local searching ability and local 
oscillation is avoided. 
 
2.3. Algorithm Description 
The new algorithm is proposed which is called as chaotic firefly algorithm (CFA). The 
procedure of the new algorithm can be described as follows: 
Step 1, the attractiveness 0 , light absorption coefficient , the step length   and 
maximum number of iterations GMax are initialized. 
Step 2, the position of fireflies is initialized by chaos mapping. 
Step 3, the attractiveness of fireflies is calculated by formula (3). 
Step 4, the position of fireflies is updated by formula (7). 
Step 5, if the number of iterations is equal to integer multiple of Gt, new fireflies are 
produced by formula (6) to replace the low brightness fireflies, and the brightness of new fireflies 
is calculated. 
Step 6, if the algorithm satisfies the stopping criterion, go to step 7; otherwise, go to 
step 3. 
Step 7, xgbest is output and the end of algorithm is reached. 
3. Implementation 
Six benchmark functions shown in Table 1 are selected to evaluate the CFA. The 
parameters n=40,  =0.5,  =1 and GMax=300 are adopted in FA, where n is the fireflies 
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population size. CFA and FA use the same parameters. The cost functions of firefly algorithm 
are taken to the six benchmark functions. In the case of CFA, the threshold number of iteration 
Gt=10, the number of new fireflies Nf=4. In addition, the standard version of PSO algorithm is 
used. 
 
 
Table 1. Six Benchmark Functions 
Function Name Dimensions Range Minimum 
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Table 2. The results of different methods 
Methods 
f1  f2 
Best Worst Average Std.Dev  Best Worst Average Std.Dev 
PSO 1.73e-6 2.82e-4 6.5e-5 9.95e-5  6.63e-5 8.81e-4 2.41e-4 3.06e-4 
FA 1.22e-6 2.31e-4 4.95e-5 8.34e-5  2.88e-4 9.7e-4 5.46e-4 2.52e-4 
CFA 4.3e-7 1.65e-5 2.53e-6 5.45e-6  1.87e-5 1.68e-4 5.14e-5 5.66e-5 
          
Methods 
f3  f4 
Best Worst Average Std.Dev  Best Worst Average Std.Dev 
PSO 0.0098 0.0193 0.0148 0.0028  1.64e-5 8.64e-4 3.48e-4 2.61e-4 
FA 0.0017 0.0099 0.0053 0.0031  1.89e-5 9.89e-4 2.75e-4 3.75e-4 
CFA 4.54e-4 7.84e-4 5.58e-4 1.15e-4  5.80e-6 2.80e-4 8.16e-5 9.39e-5 
          
Methods 
f5  f6 
Best Worst Average Std.Dev  Best Worst Average Std.Dev 
PSO 0.0691 0.1775 0.1117 0.0329  0.0027 0.0106 0.0071 0.0028 
FA 0.0764 0.1843 0.1251 0.0234  0.0038 0.0879 0.0175 0.0234 
CFA 0.0075 0.0224 0.0102 0.0051  5.64e-5 0.0068 0.0033 0.0025 
 
 
The calculation results of these functions are shown in Table 2. The convergence 
characteristics of f1-f6 using different algorithms are shown in Figure 1. Because the chaos 
initialization and chaos population regeneration increase the population diversity and enhance 
the global searching ability, and linear decreasing inertia weight helps to speed up global 
convergence speed, CFA shows good performance. As shown in the Table 2 and Figure 1, the 
optima value, average value and standard deviation found by CFA are significantly better than 
FA and PSO. CFA can find the optimal solution faster than FA and PSO. 
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(a) f1 
 
(b) f2 
 
(c) f3 
 
 
(d) f4 
 
(e) f5 
 
(f) f6 
 
Figure 1. The Convergence Curves of f1~f6 
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Figure 2. The Flow Chart of Reactive Power Optimization 
 
 
4. Reactive Power Optimization Based on CFA 
4.1. Math Models of Reactive Power Optimization 
In the premise of safety, the ultimate goal of reactive power optimization of power 
system is to reduce the active power loss by adjusting the control variables, and the 
mathematical model includes the objective function, the power flow equation and variable 
constraint. 
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The minimum power loss is treated as the objective function, which is expressed as 
follow: 
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Where, Ploss is the active power loss in the power system. Ui, Uj are the voltages of ith and jth 
buses respectively. ij  is the voltage angle difference between bus i and j. NL is the number of 
transmission lines. Gij is the conductance. 
 
4.2. Calculation Flow 
Based on the CFA described in section 2.3, the flow chart of reactive power 
optimization is shown in Figure 2. 
The power system parameters and variables are described in detail as follows: 
(1) The power system parameters read from database are shown as follows: generator 
parameters, load parameters, lines and transformers parameters, reactive power compensation 
parameters, the constraints of various control variables. 
(2) The power system control variables include generator voltage VGi, amount of 
reactive power compensation Qci, transformers ratio KTi. The components of fireflies are made 
up of these control variables, and the dimension of fireflies is the total number of control 
variables, namely: 
 
T
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4.3. Results of Reactive Power Optimization 
In order to verify the superiority of CFA in reactive power optimization, this paper uses 
CFA to optimize the IEEE 30 nodes system, and the results are compared with FA and PSO 
algorithm. The IEEE 30 nodes system is made up of 41 transmission lines, 6 generators, 2 
shunt capacitors and 4 transformers. The power reference value is set to 100MW. The 
optimization program is completed in Matlab. 
The results of reactive power optimization in the IEEE 30 nodes system are shown in 
Table 3. In virtue of optimization, the control variables are selected reasonably and the active 
power loss has reduced. The active power loss calculated by CFA is smaller than that 
calculated by FA and PSO. The optimal algorithm convergence characteristic is shown in figure 
3. The figure shows that CFA isn’t easy to be trapped in local optimum and the convergence 
speed of CFA is faster than that of FA and PSO. 
 
 
Table 3. Optimization Results of the IEEE 30 Nodes System 
Variables 
Variable 
names 
Original 
values 
Algorithms 
PSO FA CFA 
Generator 
voltage 
U1 1 1.0291 1.0213 1.05 
U2 1 1.0269 1.0197 1.049 
U22 1 1.0288 1.0140 1.02523 
U27 1 1.0493 1.032 1.0451 
U23 1 1.0386 1.0233 1.0349 
U13 1 1.05 1.0499 1.05 
Compensation 
capacitors 
Q10 0 0.1851 0.1341 0.3231 
Q24 0.04 0.1043 0.1134 0.3150 
Transformer 
ratio 
T6-9 0 0.9646 0.9735 0.9929 
T6-10 0 1.0282 0.9944 1.0326 
T4-12 0 0.9904 1.0312 1.0315 
T28-27 0 1.0049 1.0282 1.05 
Power loss Ploss 2.4438 2.1456 2.1368 2.0693 
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Figure 3. The Convergence Curves Of Reactive Power Optimization 
 
 
5. Discussions and Conclusions 
In the present work, a novel firefly algorithm adding chaos map is proposed. It is verified 
that by using the proposed approach, the performance of the original firefly algorithm can 
apparently be improved.  
There are three new improved methods in CFA. The method of chaos initialization may 
improve the uniformity of the position distribution of fireflies. The method of chaos population 
regeneration can maintain the diversity of the population and reduced the possibility of falling 
into local optimum. In addition, the method of linear decreasing inertia weight helps to speed up 
the global convergence speed, reduce the oscillation near the extreme point, and improve the 
search ability near the extreme point. The experimental results show that CFA is superior to the 
original version of FA and PSO in both speed and accuracy. The capability and robustness of 
CFA make it suitable to solve complex optimization problems like optimal reactive power 
dispatch. 
Furthermore studies on convergence analysis can be fruitful. It can be expected that for 
different types of problem, different chaotic maps may have different convergence rates. In 
addition, further topic of studies can also focus on the extension of the CFA to solve discrete 
problems and mixed-type optimization problems. 
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